HALOGRAPH CHRONO

HALOGRAPH CHRONO DETAILS
316L Surgical-Grade Stainless Steel

Normal Second Hand
Dual-sided Hour Hand

Ultra-Reliable Miyota Quartz Chronograph. Made in Japan

Dual-sided Minute Hand
Button “A”
1st Click Position

+20 -

Accuracy of +/- 20 sec/month

Domed Sapphire Crystal
Normal Crown Position
Chrono Second Disc

Button “B”

U.S. Horween Leather

Chrono Minute Disc
24 Hour Disc

HALOGRAPH

Custom Embossed Leather Backing

CHRONO SAPPHIRE

5 ATM Water Resistance
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SETTING THE TIME

ADJUSTING THE STOPWATCH DISCS

1. Pull the crown out to the 1st Click Position.
2. Turn the crown to set hour and minute hands.
3. Push the crown back to the normal position. All done!

This procedure should be performed when the stopwatch second hand does
not return to the ZERO second position after the stopwatch has been reset.
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1. Pull the crown out to the 1st Click Position.
2. Press button "A" to set the stop watch second disc to the ZERO position.
*The stopwatch minute disc is syncronized with stopwatch second disc.
*The stop watch second disc can be advanced rapidly by continuously
pressing button "A".
3. Once the discs have been zeroed, reset the time and return the crown to
its normal position.

USING THE CHRONOGRAPH
The Halograph Chrono stopwatch is able to measure and display time in 1
second increments up to the maximum of 29 minutes 59 seconds.
The Halograph Chrono stopwatch will automatically stop after running
continuously for 30 minutes.

WARRANTY

MEASURING TIME WITH THE HALOGRAPH CHRONO STOPWATCH
1. Press button "A" to start the stopwatch.
2. The stopwatch will start and stop each time button "A" is pressed.
3. Press button "B" to reset the stopwatch and the Halograph Chrono
stopwatch minute and second discs will return to their ZERO positions.

Xeric gladly offers a limited warranty covering defects in materials and
manufacturing for a period of one (1) year after the original purchase date
from an authorized Xeric retailer. This warranty does not cover batteries or
any changes that occur during use and not from manufacturing or assembly
(scratches, cracks, etc. on the case, crystal, or straps, crowns, or pushers).
This warranty is considered void if you open your caseback, push the
buttons underwater, or expose your watch to moisture beyond the
recommendation of the watch’s water resistance rating. Proof of purchase
is required for all warranty claims and service requests, so please save a
copy of your receipt. Xeric reserves the right to not accept a warranty claim
if a watch has evidence of excessive wear or misuse. Xeric reserves the
right to repair or replace any watch returned for service at our option.

ADDITIONAL INFO
Battery type: SR621SW
Designed in California. Assembled in China
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